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Improved Diagnostic Accuracy Using Arterial Phase CT for Lateral Cervical Lymph Node Metastasis from Papillary Thyroid Cancer


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Contrast-enhanced CT protocols for papillary thyroid cancer are yet to be optimized. Our aim was to compare the diagnostic accuracy of arterial phase CT and delayed-phase CT protocols for lateral cervical lymph node metastasis from papillary thyroid carcinoma by using the lymph node tissue attenuation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This retrospective study included 327 lateral cervical lymph nodes (177 metastatic and 150 benign) from 131 patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma (107 initially diagnosed and 24 recurrences). Patients underwent CT by using 1 of 3 protocols: a 70-second (A) or a 35-second (B) delay with 100 mL of iodinated IV contrast or a 25-second delay with 75 mL of IV contrast (C). Two readers independently measured and compared lymph node tissue attenuation between metastatic and benign lymph nodes. An area under the receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was performed to differentiate metastatic and benign lymph nodes after multiple comparison correction for clustered data and was compared across the protocols.

RESULTS: The difference in mean lymph node tissue attenuation between metastatic and benign lymph nodes was maximum in protocol C (P < .001 for both readers). Protocol C showed the highest diagnostic performance (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, 0.88–0.92) compared with protocol A (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, 0.73–0.74, P < .001 for both readers) and B (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, .63–0.65, P < .01 for both readers). The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of lymph node tissue attenuation by using a 99-HU cutoff value were 83%–87%, 93.7%–97.9%, 95.1%–97.3%, and 81.2%–87%.

CONCLUSIONS: A combination of 25-second delay CT and 75 mL of iodinated IV contrast can improve the diagnostic accuracy for lateral lymph node metastasis from papillary thyroid carcinoma compared with a combination of a 35- or 70-second delay with 100-mL of iodinated IV contrast.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CCA = common carotid artery; CTDIvol = volume CT dose index; DLP = dose-length product; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; IJV = internal jugular vein; LN = lymph node; LNTA = lymph node tissue attenuation; PTC = papillary thyroid carcinoma; US = ultrasound

Diagnosis of lateral cervical lymph node metastasis from papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is clinically important in terms of preoperative surgical planning and predicting local tumor recurrence, particularly in high-risk patients. In preoperative planning, recent studies and guidelines have suggested that CT is complementary to ultrasound (US) in selected patients with locally invasive primary tumor or clinically apparent metastatic lymph nodes. However, studies to test the diagnostic accuracy with CT have failed to prove its benefit over US for detecting lateral lymph node metastasis. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging and Doppler US studies have demonstrated increased tumor vascularity in metastatic lymph nodes (LNs) from PTC. The CT protocols among previous studies varied greatly from a scan delay of 35–60 seconds after contrast injection, and this delay might have resulted in heterogeneity of the diagnostic results. A CT protocol that best depicts increased tumor vascularity has been suggested in a study of parathyroid hormone–secreting lesions. An arterial phase protocol with a 25-second delay maximized the difference in tissue attenuation of parathyroid hormone–secreting lesions from the thyroid gland and benign LNs; tissue attenuation itself increased in venous phase CT.
Because metastatic LNs from PTC have increased tumor vascularity, the use of the arterial phase CT might be better than venous phase CT in depicting lateral cervical LN metastasis from PTC.

In this study, we hypothesized that arterial phase CT would maximize the difference in tissue attenuation between metastatic and benign LNs in patients with PTC. We also hypothesized that quantification of LN tissue attenuation (LNTA) would be a useful tool in detecting lateral cervical LN metastasis from PTC. The purpose of this study was to compare the diagnostic accuracy between arterial phase CT and delayed-phase CT protocols for lateral cervical LN metastasis from PTC by using LNTA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Selection

This study was approved by our institutional review board. Data were collected retrospectively and were de-identified in compliance with the regulations of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Informed consent was obtained from all patients before undergoing neck CT, US-guided biopsy, and/or an operation.

Among the patients who underwent CT between February 2013 and March 2015 found in the data base of our institution, 151 patients were identified as having primary or recurrent PTC with LN metastasis. Patients with recurrent PTC were those who had been treated with an operation alone and were later diagnosed as having a recurrence. The inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) patients with lateral cervical LN metastasis from PTC confirmed by US-guided aspiration/biopsy, 2) those who subsequently underwent selective neck dissection or excisional biopsy for metastatic lateral cervical LNs, and 3) those having available final histopathologic results. The exclusion criteria were as follows: 1) patients with histopathologic results that lacked information on the cervical level of the aspirated/biopsied LN (10 of 151 patients [6.6%]), and 2) those with poor CT image quality because of motion or beam-hardening artifacts (10 of 151 patients [6.6%]). Finally, 131 patients were included in this study.

CT Protocols

Imaging was performed by using a 128-channel CT scanner (Somatom Definition Flash; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with tube voltages of 80 and 140 kVp. CT scanning began at the aorticopulmonary window and continued toward the skull base. CT was performed with the following parameters used consistently in all patients: 32 × 0.6 mm detector collimation; 0.5-second gantry rotation time; 1.0 pitch; 0.73-mm-thick sections; 0.7-mm-thick section increments; and a 256 × 256 matrix. An automated dose-reduction technique (CARE Dose4D; Siemens) was used. The volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) and dose-length product (DLP) were evaluated to assess radiation exposure.

Three different protocols for contrast-injection strategy and image-acquisition timing were used during CT. The protocols for patients with PTC at our institution were updated following a consensus among radiologists based on a literature review\(^\text{15-17}\); the change was from a 70-second delay protocol to a 35- and 25-second scan delay. Protocol A consisted of a 70-second scan delay after IV injection of 100 mL of iodinated contrast agent (February 2013 to September 2013; \(n = 42\), 35 initially diagnosed and 7 with recurrent disease). Protocol B used a 35-second scan delay after IV injection of 100 mL of iodinated contrast agent (October 2013 to October 2014; \(n = 47\), 40 initially diagnosed and 7 with recurrent disease). Protocol C consisted of a 25-second scan delay after injection of 75 mL of iodinated contrast agent, followed by 50 mL of normal saline at the same rate to compensate for the small volume of contrast medium and to improve contrast medium use\(^\text{18}\) (November 2014 to March 2015; \(n = 42\), 32 initially diagnosed and 10 with recurrent disease). For all scan delays, the same iodinated contrast agent, Ultravist (io-promide; Bayer HealthCare, Berlin, Germany), was injected at the same rate of 3.5 mL/s. The flowchart of patient enrollment is shown in Fig 1.

Reference Standard and Histopathologic Assignment

The final histopathologic reports of the US-guided aspiration/biopsy or surgical neck dissection samples served as the reference standard for nodal metastasis. All cervical levels in a neck dissection specimen were labeled on the basis of the American Joint Committee on Cancer cervical regional lymph node level system\(^\text{19}\); cervical LN levels were assigned as benign, metastatic, or mixed after correlation with the histopathologic reports. For example, if all the LNs in 1 level were histologically positive for metastasis, the cervical level was assigned as metastatic. If all the LNs in 1 level were histologically negative, the level was assigned as benign. If a level had both benign and metastatic LNs, the level was assigned as mixed. The results of the histopathologic assignment were subsequently used for LN matching and labeling on CT.
CCA, IJV, and paraspinal muscles at the same level as the labeled LN was drawn to encompass the entire cortex, hilar fat/vessels, and calcification. For normalization, a 60-mm$^2$ circular ROI was drawn on the ipsilateral CCA (mean CT value, 389 HU), IJV (mean CT value, 370 HU), and paraspinal muscle (mean CT value, 71.5 HU) on the same image. Lymph node tissue attenuation normalized to CCA, IJV, and paraspinal muscle was 0.44, 0.46, and 2.4, respectively.

**LN Matching and Labeling on CT**
Lymph node matching and labeling on CT were performed on a PACS by a radiologist (J.H.L., with 14 years of experience in head and neck imaging), either by site-specific matching or surgical-level matching. A LN confirmed by US-guided aspiration/biopsy was chosen and labeled on CT images by matching the images and reports of CT, US, and the final pathologic examination (“site-specific matching”). When there was no site-specific information, LNs measuring $\geq$ 5 mm in the minimum axis diameter and those assigned as benign or metastatic according to the previous histopathologic assignment were chosen and labeled on the CT images (“surgical-level matching”). All cervical-level LNs assigned as mixed were excluded from the final analysis.

**Measurement of LN Tissue Attenuation**
CT images with labeled LNs were transferred to ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland) for assessment of LNTA (Hounsfield unit value). Two readers (J.E.P. and K.H.R., with 2 years and 1 year of experience in head and neck imaging, respectively) were blinded to the clinicopathologic results. A 60-mm$^2$ circular ROI was drawn on the ipsilateral CCA, IJV, and paraspinal muscles at the same level as the labeled LN (Fig 2). In addition, normalized LNTAs were calculated as the Hounsfield unit value of the entire LN divided by the Hounsfield unit value of the CCA, IJV, or paraspinal muscles.

Qualitative CT features (ie, calcification, cystic or necrotic change, and extranodal extension$^{9,14}$) of the labeled LNs were assessed by an independent radiologist (Y.J.C., with 8 years of experience in head and neck imaging) who was blinded to the clinicopathologic results. An LN was categorized as positive when at least 1 of the qualitative CT features was present. We did not include the size criterion because LN size alone is an inaccurate criterion in young patients, who often have hyperplastic LNs, particularly at cervical levels I and II.$^{20}$

**Statistical Analysis**
One-way analysis of variance or the Kruskal-Wallis test was performed to compare the characteristics of patients, LNs, and radiation exposure (CTDI$_{vol}$ and DLP) among the 3 protocols. All parameters were initially assessed for normality by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The Student $t$ test was used to compare the parameters between benign and metastatic LNs.

Interreader agreement was assessed by using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) with 95% confidence intervals and by applying a 2-way ICC with a random rater’s assumption. On the basis of common criteria, measurement reliability was classified as excellent (ICC $> 0.75$), fair-to-good (ICC $= 0.40 – 0.75$), and poor (ICC $\leq 0.40$).$^{21}$

A receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was performed for each parameter to calculate the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and to determine the optimal cutoff for differentiating benign and metastatic LNs by each reader. To eliminate possible correlations from multiple measurements in the same patient, we used a logistic regression model with a generalized estimating equation model.$^{22}$ We estimated the predicted probabilities of metastatic or benign LNs, and the estimated probability was then used as a marker for constructing the receiver operating characteristic curve and computing the area under the curve. We determined the cutoff values that maximized the sum of the sensitivity plus specificity as the points in the upper left-hand area for the receiver operating characteristic curve analysis for each parameter. For comparison of AUCs among protocols in different patient populations, a 2-sample $Z$-test for comparing 2 means was used. For cross-validation of each AUC, we used leave-one-out cross-validation with bootstrap resampling on R statistical and computing software (http://www.r-project.org/) and analyzed the results by using the package pROC in R.
To assess the diagnostic performance of qualitative LN CT findings, we calculated the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy by level-by-level analysis.

Statistical analyses were performed by using statistical software (MedCalc, Version 10.2.0.0; MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium). All tests were 2-sided. A P value < .05 was considered significant.

RESULTS

Patients
The characteristics of the study patients are summarized in Table 1. Of 131 patients, 107 were initially diagnosed with PTC and 24 with recurrence. There were no significant differences among the 3 protocols in terms of age, sex, patient status, and median serum thyroglobulin level at baseline. Of the total 786 cervical levels (131 × 6 bilateral lateral neck levels), 110 mixed LN levels were excluded from the analysis.

The study population comprised a total of 327 LNs, including 177 metastatic LNs (149 initially diagnosed and 28 recurrent PTCs) and 150 benign LNs (135 initially diagnosed and 15 recurrent PTCs). Site-specific matching was found for 132 metastatic LNs and 22 benign LNs. Surgical-level matching was found for 45 metastatic LNs and 128 benign LNs. Of 177 metastatic LNs, 55 lymph nodes were evaluated by using protocol A; 67 lymph nodes, with protocol B; and 55 lymph nodes, with protocol C.

Table 1: Demographic characteristics of patients with PTC with lateral lymph node metastasis across 3 CT protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Protocol A</th>
<th>Protocol B</th>
<th>Protocol C</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean; yr)</td>
<td>49.40 ± 13.07</td>
<td>48.25 ± 14.28</td>
<td>44.31 ± 14.41</td>
<td>.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female/male)</td>
<td>28:34</td>
<td>34:13</td>
<td>30:12</td>
<td>.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median serum Tg level</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>.868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: —Tg indicates thyroglobulin.

Table 2: Parameters of tissue attenuation between benign and metastatic lymph nodes among 3 protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Protocol A Metastatic (n = 55)</th>
<th>Benign (n = 55)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LNTA Reader 1</td>
<td>107.2 ± 28.6</td>
<td>87.1 ± 25.7</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNTA Reader 2</td>
<td>109.8 ± 27.5</td>
<td>94.0 ± 27.4</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LNTA to CCA Reader 1</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.23</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.13</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LNTA to CCA Reader 2</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.12</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LNTA to IJV Reader 1</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.13</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LNTA to IJV Reader 2</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.12</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LNTA to paraspinal muscle Reader 1</td>
<td>1.51 ± 0.41</td>
<td>1.20 ± 0.34</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized LNTA to paraspinal muscle Reader 2</td>
<td>1.51 ± 0.41</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.29</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* LNTAs were expressed as means.

Differences in LN Tissue Attenuations between Benign and Metastatic Lymph Nodes
There was no significant difference in LNTA among the different LN levels. LNTA showed a significant difference between benign and metastatic LNs in all 3 protocols (all protocols, P < .0001 for reader 1; protocol B and C, P < .0001; and protocol A, P = .03 for reader 2) (Table 2). LNTAs normalized to the CCA, IJV, and paraspinal muscle also showed a significant difference between benign and metastatic LNs in all 3 protocols (all protocols, P < .001 for reader 1; protocol B and C, P < .001; and protocol A, P < .02 for reader 2).

When the differences in LNTA between benign and metastatic LNs were compared among the 3 protocols, protocol C showed the significantly largest LNTA of metastatic LNs as well as the significantly largest difference of LNTA between metastatic and benign LNs, followed by protocols B and A (P < .0001 for both readers, Fig 3).

The overall agreement in LNTA measurements in 2 readers was excellent (ICC = 0.81). The ICC was 0.76 for metastatic LNs and 0.60 for benign LNs.

Comparison of the Diagnostic Performance among the 3 Protocols Using LN Tissue Attenuation
In all tissue attenuation parameters assessed by both readers, protocol C showed significantly higher diagnostic performance compared with protocols B and A. With the LNTA, protocol C had the highest AUC (0.8–0.92; 95% CI, 0.81–0.96) compared with protocol B (AUC, 0.73–0.74; P = .001 for reader 1 and P = .012 for reader 2) and protocol A (AUC, 0.63–0.65; P < .001 for both readers) (On-line Table and Fig 4). In protocol C, the optimal LNTA thresholds in differentiating metastatic from benign LNs were 96 HU for reader 1 and 99 HU for reader 2, respectively. With the 99-HU cutoff from the receiver operating characteristic analysis, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value for detecting metastatic LNs were 87.0% (95% CI, 75.1%–94.6%), 97.9% (95% CI, 88.9%–99.9%), 97.3% (95% CI, 88.0%–99.9%), and 87.0% (95% CI, 75.1%–94.6%) for reader 1; the values for reader 2 were 83.0% (95% CI, 70.2%–91.9%), 93.7% (95% CI, 82.8%–98.7%), 95.1% (95% CI, 82.8%–99.9%), and 81.2% (95% CI, 67.8%–93.1%), respectively. With a leave-one-out cross-validation, the LNTA...
showed the same trend of highest AUC in protocol C in both readers.

Normalized LNTAs to the CCA and paraspinal muscles showed the same trend of diagnostic performance and showed the highest AUC in protocol C, compared with protocol B (normalized to the CCA, $P < .001$; and to the paraspinal muscles, $P = .001$ for reader 1; and to the CCA, $P = .003$; and to the paraspinal muscles, $P = .02$ for reader 2) and protocol A (normalized to the CCA, $P < .001$; and to the paraspinal muscles, $P < .001$ for reader 1; and to the CCA, $P < .001$; and to the paraspinal muscles, $P < .001$, for reader 2). Normalized LNTAs to the IJV showed higher AUC in protocol C, compared with protocol A in both readers ($P = .012$ and $P = .008$, respectively) and in protocol B in reader 1 ($P = .002$), but were not significant with protocol B in reader 2 ($P = .065$). In protocol C, the diagnostic performance of the LNTA, when normalized to CCA, IJV, or the paraspinal muscles, did not differ significantly from that of the LNTA in both readers. All normalized parameters showed the highest diagnostic performance in protocol C.

**Diagnostic Performance of Qualitative CT Imaging Features for Metastatic Lymph Nodes**

Table 3 summarizes the characteristics and qualitative CT features of metastatic lymph nodes on the scanning protocols. There was no statistically significant difference among the protocols with regard to mean size and location of the LNs. Qualitative CT findings were absent in 46.8% (83 of 177) of the metastatic LNs. If we used the qualitative CT features in all 327 LNs, the overall diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value for detecting metastatic LNs were 67.0% (95% CI, 62.0%–71.0%), 50.3% (95% CI, 45.7%–54.0%), 86.7% (95% CI, 81.3%–87.7%), 81.7% (95% CI, 74.2%–87.7%), and 59.6% (95% CI, 55.9%–62.6%), respectively.

**Radiation Exposure**

Both the mean CTDI$_{vol}$ and DLP were lowest in protocol C (CTDI$_{vol}$ 10.8 mGy; DLP, 313.8 mGy/cm) compared with protocol A (CTDI$_{vol}$ 15.1 mGy; DLP, 458.8 mGy/cm) and protocol B (CTDI$_{vol}$ 11.8 mGy; DLP, 329.9 mGy/cm) (Table 4). Compared with protocol A, both protocols B and C showed significantly lower radiation exposure based on both the CTDI$_{vol}$ and DLP (protocol B versus A, $P < .0001$; protocol C versus A, $P < .0001$). No statistically significant difference was found in the radiation exposure between protocols B and C.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study demonstrated that LNTA on protocol C, which comprised a combination of 25-second delay CT and 75 mL of iodin-
those of the recent work by Liu et al11 on dual-energy CT, which diagnostic performance of using LNTA on CT for detecting metastatic and benign LNs in both the LNTA and the normalized LNTAs were maximized with protocol C. The quantitative CT parameters with LNTA showed significantly better sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value than the qualitative CT features. Our results suggest that measurement of LNTA with a 25-second scan delay can improve the diagnostic accuracy for lateral cervical LN metastasis in patients with PTC. The protocol is also potentially helpful in clinical practice, given its easy applicability and lower radiation exposure than protocol A.

Previous studies on the diagnostic performance of CT for PTC nodal disease showed a wide variation in sensitivity (63.5%–79%) and specificity (83%–95%).8,14,20 The discrepancy in these studies may have been caused by the subjective interpretation of strong cortical enhancement of metastatic LNs as well as the different CT examination protocols. We demonstrated that image acquisition and the strategy of contrast injection can affect the diagnostic performance of using LNTA on CT for detecting metastatic LNs from PTC. Our findings were also consistent with those of the recent work by Liu et al11 on dual-energy CT, which showed that quantitative measurement increased the diagnostic performance in detecting PTC nodal disease. However, our study had the advantage of easy applicability in daily clinical practice without the need for postprocessing or additional software.

The maximum difference in LNTA on arterial phase CT between metastatic and benign LNs is associated with increased tumor perfusion related to tumor angiogenesis and recruitment of capsular vessels in metastatic LNs.23–25 Previous dynamic contrast-enhanced MR imaging showed the value of quantitative analysis of tumor perfusion, which correlates with tumor response in patients with metastatic thyroid cancer.13 In our study, only 46.8% of metastatic LNs showed qualitative CT features suggestive of metastasis; these features included calcification, cystic or necrotic change, or extranodal extension. Relatively low sensitivities by using qualitative features for the detection of cervical lymph node metastasis can also be found on previous MR imaging or 18FDG-positron-emission tomography studies, which ranged from 30% to 40%.26 In patients with PTC, the use of quantitative LNTA parameters on arterial phase CT may be particularly beneficial for detecting LNs that lack qualitative CT findings.

The distribution of LNTA, which was presented as an SD, was greater in protocols C and B than in protocol A in both metastatic and benign LNs. The SD decreased after normalization by CCA and IJV, but not by the paraspinous muscles. A possible reason was that LNTA measurement can be greatly affected by heterogeneous patient hemodynamics, including cardiac output and local blood supply.18 LNTA normalized to CCA or IJV might be useful given that interindividual variation in perfusion factors might be decreased while maintaining high diagnostic performance.

The use of CT with iodinated contrast agents has been debated because it may decrease the effect of subsequent radioactive iodine therapy27 and increase the radiation exposure. However, in recent guidelines, performing CT is supported because preoperative knowledge would significantly influence the surgical plan and outweighs a minor delay of up to 1 month in subsequent postoperative radioactive iodine ablation.7,28 In our study, the use of up to 25% less contrast material in a 25-second scan delay protocol could reduce the radiation exposure in terms of both the CTDIvol and DLP, compared with the conventional head and neck CT of protocol A (a 70-second scan delay after a 100-mL iodinated contrast injection). In addition, the strategy of saline flushing after contrast injection not only decreased the radiation exposure but also improved the bolus geometry because of the decreased intravascular contrast medium dispersion18 and decreased artifacts from stagnated contrast agent within the subclavian or innominate vein.14,18

This study has several limitations. First, in addition to the retrospective nature of the study, each protocol was administered during a different time period, when the results could be influenced by factors outside the changes in the CT protocol. However, the possible systematic bias might have been minimized because the CT protocol used, except contrast-injection strategies and acquisition time, has long been standardized and strictly controlled by dedicated radiologists. Second, the sensitivity of our results might have been overestimated because we selected patients with PTC with lateral LN metastasis. Nevertheless, we believe that our study results clearly showed that compared with qualitative CT features, the quantitative parameter of LNTA might improve diagnostic accuracy and support visual analysis in the evaluation of lateral cervical LNs in patients with PTC. A third limitation was the inclusion of a relatively small number of benign LNs in level II, which frequently contains reactive lymph nodes from sinonasal or pharyngeal infection. Further studies might be necessary to compare differences in LNTAs between reactive and normal LNs. Finally, we did not study the same patients in all protocols; instead, there were 3 different patient populations. Performing all CT protocols in the same patient is unethical because of the excessive radiation exposure. Nevertheless, the patients in our study did not show any significant differences in clinical features across protocols. Future large-scale studies with random patient assignment to different protocols would further strengthen the findings of our study.

**CONCLUSIONS**

With a maximum difference in tissue attenuation between metastatic and benign LNs, the use of a combination of a 25-second scan delay with 75-mL iodinated contrast injection can improve the diagnostic performance of CT for detecting lateral lymph node metastasis in patients with PTC. The use of arterial phase CT may be helpful in improving the detection of lateral cervical LN metastasis from PTC by providing higher sensitivity and specificity, as well as potentially lower radiation exposure compared with a CT protocol of a 70-second scan delay with a 100-mL iodinated contrast injection.
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